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Hello! 

The Expat Academy 

Round-Up (“EAR”) gives 

you a handy summary of 

all that we’ve heard 

through our members, 

partners, and events this 

week. 

 

Netherlands 
“Work Where 
You Want” 
Legislative Bill 

Thanks to Vialto for this 

one. On 5 July, the 

legislative bill “Work 

where you want” was 

adopted in the 

Netherlands by the House 

of Representatives. With 

this bill, employers must 

consider an employee’s 

request to work from 

home by weighing the 

employer’s and 

employee’s interests 

according to the standard 

of reasonableness and 

fairness. 

Nice little bonus for you 

GMPD members out 

there: read the full article 

here. 
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Most of you won’t know this but I’m half deaf, so the EAR is a bit ironic for me to be writing so often! 

Anyway, luckily, we do have fully-hearing ears on the ground who can hear a pin drop from a mile 

away (ish). So, what’s the word on the street?! 

Virtual APAC Huddle 

An immigration update from Magrath Sheldrick is always well-received and we got great up-to-date 

info on Singapore, Thailand, Japan, China, Taiwan, Philippines, and Australia. The APAC region 

generally has been more hesitant on relaxing travel restrictions due to COVID, but it was good to see 

in this update how some of that is easing and there is now a large increase in travel to, from, and 

within the region. Interestingly, with restrictions opening up later than in Europe, for example, it was 

noted in some of our member feedback that a number of the challenges since opening up in Europe 

can be predicted as upcoming challenges in APAC. For example, the remote working discussions 

are developing into their next phase in Europe with a few months of travel having taken place, 

whereas APAC hasn’t had that and therefore can piggyback slightly from Europe’s learnings. An 

interesting viewpoint for sure! Click here to see the full slides. 

Vialto took to the (virtual) stage with their updates and famous Ian McCluskey-style predictions. Has 

everyone read up on the travel risk management ISO standards yet? Of course you have! We all love 

a bit of light reading. If you haven’t, here are some questions you need to consider: Does your 

organisation have a travel policy framework that includes procedures and approvals? How do you 

run risk assessments on your travel suppliers and ensure your employees are using safe providers? 

How do you track all your travellers and how would you communicate with them in the event of a 

crisis? That last one is key when you consider how some GM teams were scrambling around when 

COVID hit; there were definitely learnings applied by the time the Ukraine crisis hit, from what we’ve 

heard, but there’ll now be an ISO standard to aim for. Find the slides here. 

https://members.expat-academy.com/app/Assets/default/original/1657637599-the-netherlands-remote-working.pdf
https://members.expat-academy.com/vault/view/371
https://members.expat-academy.com/vault/view/370


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EAR for Yourself 

Come and boost your 

technical knowledge 

through one of our events: 

19 July – Virtual Global 

Heads Network Meeting 

8 Sep - MyGMPD Event: 

Sustainability in Global 

Mobility 

21 Sep - MyGMPD Event: 

Focus on Mastering Your 

Energy, Not Mastering 

Productivity 

26 Sep – Expat Academy 

2022 Annual Conference! 

29 Sep - Global Mobility 

Policies Training Course 

3 Oct - European Super 

Huddle 

13 Oct – APAC Huddle 

As alluded to already, remote working, was the hot topic and in this forum the angle of focus was 

mostly around how companies will track employees. This is dependent on the company, the GM 

standing within that company (including whether it will fall within GM), capabilities of existing 

technology and resources, access to budget for new technology and resources, etc. Answers can 

range from case-by-case manual assessments, to mandated business travel booking systems 

feeding into compliance systems automating an output. 

Another popular topic of discussion was around GM teams increasingly feeling the need to show 

value to the business. One attendee highlighted how they bring together a focus group every six 

months, incorporating business partners, to help build their strategy on enhancing employee 

experience. At our internal team meeting held at Equus’ office on Monday, I used the example from 

my last company where we said ‘yes, our EU Posted Worker compliance model did cost X number 

of dollars, but it saved X multiplied by ten when you consider the potential fines of getting each trip 

wrong’; the point being GM do not bring in sales with easy-to-determine revenue, but we can 

increasingly show our value using data around avoided costs, as one example. 

Back to APAC, we hosted an amazing panel of Global Heads focussing on how others in GM can 

progress their careers in the industry, utilising things like collaboration, perseverance, and being 

mentored. How fitting that those on the panel essentially volunteered to be a mentor to anyone in the 

(virtual) room! 😊 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

What is fantastic about our Expat Academy community is the sharing aspect, and Sarah Duncan-

Cannons from Mott MacDonald shared some great info with me this week that is perfect for an EAR. 

Appreciating not everyone has the desire to read a summary of an OECD tax conference, I’ve 

paraphrased / summarised the main discussion for GM below and you can find the full article here. 

The OECD held its annual tax conference in Washington, DC, on 27-28 June and there were sessions 

on the OECD’s work on global mobility of workers, tax and climate change, and tax certainty. 

https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/329
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/329
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/375
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/375
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/375
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/372
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/372
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/372
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/372
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/365
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/365
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/330
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/330
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/331
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/331
https://members.expat-academy.com/events/view/332
https://www.ey.com/en_gl/tax-alerts/oecd-and-country-officials-discuss-beps-2-0-pillars-one-and-two-and-other-oecd-tax-work?mkt_tok=NTIwLVJYUC0wMDMAAAGFeF5dzrsUoNJXkiwtrzzPzExcLikaD2CXW-o4kjf7yeF7xUEXBaTjrhOK8Ri1cNkVtuXJ8syGqhUjLyRiLrY6d4tNLziAcuR8CD7hDh-Mmw1zExJisw
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This smart gentleman 

pictured above is Greg 

Smith, Head of Client 

Services – Symposium 

Network. 10 years’ in-

house GM experience in 

various sectors. Loves 

wine, watches, and cars. 

This involved a lively discussion of what, if any, modifications should be made in the underlying 

approach to taxation of businesses considering the reality of a more nomadic workforce. This 

discussion led to the panel’s consideration of three scenarios in which remote work can occur: (1) a 

company has no fixed place of business and its employees permanently work remotely; (2) a 

company with a hybrid working environment in which employees have the flexibility to work in-office 

or remotely; and (3) a global nomad model where individuals choose which location they perform 

their work regardless of company location and where jurisdictions may compete to be the place where 

the individual resides. Panellists agreed that the second scenario tends to be seen the most often. 

(What do you think – would you agree? That’s rhetorical of course as this is a written document, and 

I can’t hear you…) 

It was commented that current rules, including treaty agreements, were not drafted to address these 

types of scenarios and that it would be valuable for the OECD to provide guidance for consistent 

rules. It was noted that Permanent Establishment (PE) rules that focus on 183 days of physical 

presence in a country make less sense in these situations and that consideration needs to be given 

to conflicts that could arise if an employer were to file a PE return with respect to an employee whose 

presence in a country was only authorized under a visitor, and not work, visa. It’ll be very interesting 

to see how that develops! 

Benchmarking 

Our benchmarking service has gone bananas recently and it’s so good to see questions getting 

fantastic responses. So, if ever you wanted to ask the community a question, now’s the time! 

Cash allowance in lieu of shipping support is something we are hearing a lot about recently. Many 

have offered this as an option for a long time, and many more are looking at it. Check out this specific 

question for awesome insights. 

We are also fielding a lot of discussions recently on the GM team structure and delivery model, which 

is perhaps down to more people moving jobs and therefore leading new teams, or more overall 

restructures. Nevertheless, check out this benchmarking question for more great info. 

Don’t miss out on the latest trends! Click here to answer the current questions and you’ll receive the 

answers in your inbox. 

https://members.expat-academy.com/benchmarking/question/700
https://members.expat-academy.com/benchmarking/question/699
https://members.expat-academy.com/benchmarking/answers

